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Live your
summer dreams

FEBRUARY 2014

Dreaming of summer already? So are we. This February, when
outdoor news hits IKEA stores, it’s time to stop dreaming
and start planning. No matter how long summer lasts for
you or what kind of outdoor area you have, make an outdoor
space you love to live in. This summer’s outdoor IKEA news
centres on contemporary style, kid-friendliness and
balcony heroes.
CONTEMPORARY STYLE
- KUNGSHOLMEN modular low seating series in black-brown
plastic rattan has a gently outward-curving backrest, angled
back legs and a dense weave.
- VINDALSÖ dining series contrasts clean white against rich
eucalyptus wood in chairs with armrests, an oval-shaped table
and a garden cart.
KID-FRIENDLY
- MAMMUT children’s furniture, an indoor favorite, is newly
designed for outdoor use with added child-safe, UV protection
to resist color fading and increase durability.
BALCONY HEROES
- ASKHOLMEN balcony table has a space-saving semi-circle
shape.
- ASKHOLMEN plant stand uses corner space for vertical
shelving.
- FLISÖ umbrella and BRAMSÖN umbrella base are half-sized
to better fit smaller balconies.
There’s even more hot news with BROKÖ fire basket and
KLASEN charcoal barbeque and cart.
Inside you’ll find plenty of summer dream scenarios.
Get creative with the outdoor space you have to make it fit
your dreams.

A paddle-worthy picnic

PE389072

SKARPÖ armchairs
What can top a waterfront picnic? Maybe a
relaxing, laidback dinner on the water can.
Paddle out some lightweight armchairs and
cushions, paired with fresh summer sandwiches.
It could take a trip or two, but it’ll make for
unforgettable front-row seats to a
shimmering sunset.
SKARPÖ armchairs are generous, deep and
durable, made from maintenance-free,
lightweight plastic. Available in white or gray,
they’re stackable and have a built-in drainage
hole so water doesn’t collect.

PE324794

Surround yourself with the calm of the
water in a scenic, floating picnic using
SKARPÖ armchairs.
SKARPÖ armchair $59.99/ea Polypropylene plastic.
Designer: Magnus Elebäck. L31⅞×W30⅜×H28⅜".
Gray 302.341.87 White 702.341.85

PE219330

A colossal night for crayfish

PE389827

ÄPPLARÖ dining furniture, SOLVINDEN lighting
Throw a Swedish-style night to remember with all the crayfish fixings! Even if
you can’t get the little red crustaceans, summer itself is reason enough to host
a dinner party. With ÄPPLARÖ drop-leaf tables, folding chairs and position
chairs, there’s plenty of room for everyone. All those little touches with lighting
and decoration make for an unforgettable fest (that’s Swedish for ‘party’).
ÄPPLARÖ drop-leaf tables seat 4-8 with its drop-leaves that can be folded and
removed for quick adjustments. ÄPPLARÖ folding chairs are ideal for extra
guests, storing easily away when not needed. ÄPPLARÖ position chairs can also be
folded up and put away, but with five adjustable back positions, you won’t want
to leave them anytime soon. All ÄPPLARÖ pieces are made from acacia and are
pre-treated with a thick layer of glazing paint. Add durable HÅLLÖ cushions for
even more comfort and the convenience of 100% polyester, machine-washable
covers.
SOLVINDEN solar-powdered light chains and globes turn sunlight into nightlight
while adding a warm glow the party atmosphere. With on-off switches, their
fully-charged batteries will provide about 12 hours of built-in LED light.
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KORKEN jars with lids double as
centerpieces and serving stations.
KORKEN jar with lid $3.49/ea
Recycled glass. 34 oz. 902.279.85

With plenty of space, comfortable chairs,
glowing lights and good company, crayfish
night may become a summer tradition.

A whimsical, wonderful tea party

PE399783

MAMMUT children’s furniture
Bring along your imagination and a soft toy or three, it’s time for tea party with lots of cookies and whimsy! Child-sized teacups and plates are piled high, with homemade penants
and solar-powered lights in the sky! There’s plenty of room for guests galore with new
MAMMUT outdoor furniture that children adore.
MAMMUT children’s furniture, a household favorite indoors, is now available for outdoor
use, too. Each piece has added child-safe, UV protection in its pigment to protect from
color fading and withstand outdoor conditions. Made of lightweight, easy-to-clean
plastic, MAMMUT furniture includes children’s stools, tables and chairs. The chairs come
in light blue, light green and light pink; the stools in dark blue, white and dark pink; and the
tables in light green (round), light blue (rectangular) and light pink (rectangular).
DUKTIG coffee/tea sets in stoneware, plastic glasses and plates/bowls in stoneware are
smaller versions of the real things adults have at tea time. Being their own hosts and mingling
with guests, children develop through role play to build social skills, learn by imitating and
role invention.
Don’t forget to let your children’s favorite soft toy friends attend! From the forest bears and
hares of VANDRING soft toys to canine companions like SMÅSLUG dog, there’s room for
guests of all species.

MAMMUT series Suitable for both indoor and outdoor use. Polypropylene plastic. Designer: M Kjelstrup/A Östgaard.
Children’s table $39.99/ea Ø33½, H18⅞". Light green 002.675.70
Children’s table $39.99/ea L30⅜×W21⅝×H18⅞".
Light pink 402.675.68 Light blue 802.675.66
Children’s chair $34.99/ea W15⅜×H26⅜". Light green 902.675.56
Light pink 502.675.58 Light blue 402.675.54
Children’s stool $7.99/ea Ø11⅞, H11⅞". White 901.766.41
Dark pink 302.675.59

With MAMMUT children’s furniture newly
designed for outdoor use, a magical tea party
can be held in the sunshine.

PE388264

A glorious cottage garden
ÄNGSÖ series
Say goodbye to the city and hello to bees and trees. Whether
in your own backyard cottage or in a garden allotment colony,
embrace the summer with dirt under your nails. Add in a classic,
comfortable dining set like the ÄNGSÖ series so you can stay in
the garden all day, enjoying the fruits (and veggies!) of your labor.
ÄNGSÖ series, made of painted white solid pine, brings a touch of
traditional style to the outdoors. Designed for maximum
comfort, ÄNGSÖ chairs with armrests are stackable, too. The
circular table seats 4. There’s even an ÄNGSÖ storage bench that
helps hide away cushions, lawn games or gardening suppplies. All
ÄNGSÖ pieces are pre-treated with a layer of glazing paint, so
they’re more durable until their first regular re-painting.
New TÅSINGE cushions are made to fit perfectly with ÄNGSÖ,
tying firmly in place. Their 100% polyester cushion covers are
extra durable for the outdoors and have different patterns on
each side so you can easily flip them over for a varied look.

PE388476

ARV bowl $2.49/ea Earthenware. Designer: Sissa Sundling.
Ø5¾". White 001.878.56

Don’t take your harvest home. Admire
your hard work and eat it on the spot at
an ÄNGSÖ dining set.

A small space that lives large
ASKHOLMEN half-table and plant stand, ÄPPLARÖ storage bench
If you’ve always thought your balcony was too small to enjoy, think again.
This year at IKEA, we’ve sized down several outdoor pieces to make smart
solutions for those seemingly too-small balconies. With balcony tables,
half-umbrellas, corner plant stands and space-saving seating, it’t time to live
large on your balcony, no matter its size.
ÄPPLARÖ storage bench and wall panel with shelf can be combined to make
an all-in-one relaxation station. There’s a place to sit, a place to store and
plenty of places to add personal touches. Made of acacia, all
ÄPPLARÖ pieces are pretreated with a layer of glazing paint, too.
New ASKHOLMEN balcony table, with its semi-circle shape, takes up
less space on the balcony while providing a cozy meal-time spot or planting
worktop. New ASKHOLMEN plant stand loves corners and maximizes often
unused vertical space to create three shelving spots. Made of acacia, all
ASKHOLMEN pieces are pre-treated with a layer of glazing paint.
New FLISÖ umbrella and BRAMSÖN umbrella base are half-sized to shield
your balcony from all-day sun without taking up extra space.
For seating, foldability and stackability are key in a small balcony. Use hooks
to hang up folding chairs like HÄRÖ or ASKHOLMEN. Choose stackable,
lightweight ROXÖ stools and IKEA PS VÅGÖ easy chairs.

PE389553

Storage, seating and
space-maximizing,
ÄPPLARÖ storage
bench and wall panel
are designed for balcony
life.
ÄPPLARÖ series Solid acacia
and galvanized steel. Designer:
K Hagberg/M Hagberg. Requires
assembly. Brown
Storage bench $69.99
Perfect for storing gardening
tools and plant pots.
W31½×D16⅛×H17⅜". 702.049.23
Wall panel $39
Six hooks included. W31½×H62¼".
802.049.27
Shelf for wall panel $9.99
L26¾×D10⅝". 802.086.85

A soulful spa retreat

PE388451

KUNGSHOLMEN modular low seating, KUNGSÖ cushions
Why go the spa every time you need to relax? With a balcony spa retreat, a rejuvenating
place to unwind is steps away. Stretch out on new KUNGSHOLMEN modular low seating
with thick foam KUNGSÖ cushions or swing gently in the summer breeze in SVINGA
hanging seat.
KUNGSHOLMEN modular low seating, a new black-brown plastic rattan series,
combines one-seat, corner and stool sections to fit your space. With its gently
outward-curving backrest, angled back legs and dense weave, it has a modern, sleek
look. Durable and maintenance-free, KUNGSHOLMEN also has a rust-free, entirely
aluminum frame.
KUNGSÖ cushions are made to fit KUNGSHOLMEN seating, with bottom cushions and back
support. Filled with thick, high resilience foam, the cushions are comfortable and won’t
get wet because of the cover’s protective waterproof lining. The color of the removable,
machine-washable covers won’t fade either, since they’re dyed with color-fast dye.
SVINGA hanging seat is the big kid version of the IKEA PS SVINGA hanging seat for
children. In brown plastic rattan, it’s made for hours of swinging outdoor relaxation.
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KUNGSHOLMEN/KUNGSÖ one-seat section with cushions $90/ea Plastic and aluminum. 100% polyester cover. Polyester fiber
filling. Imported. Designer: Nike Karlsson. Requires assembly. W24⅜×D31½×H28¾". Black-brown/black 502.670.49
IKEA PS SANDSKÄR tray table $34.99/ea Powder-coated steel and plastic. Designer: Thomas Sandell. Requires assembly.
Ø19⅝, H20⅞". 901.746.42 SOCKER plant stand $39.99 Plant pots are sold separately. Powder-coated steel. Designer: David Wahl.
Requires assembly. W28¾×H63¾". Gray 702.555.16

A flowery, charming balcony
MÄLARÖ folding chairs and table, ASKHOLMEN flower box and trellis
Bring home the charm of your favorite cozy cafe. A balcony overflowing with flowers sets a
sweet-smelling scene for afternoon tea. Cute, colorful MÄLARÖ folding chairs and tables
combine easily with plenty of plants pots and new ASKHOLMEN flower box and trellis. And at this
sweet little spot, you never have to worry about finding an available table.
MÄLARÖ folding chairs and table are made of painted solid acacia, a durable hardwood
that’s pre-treated with a layer of glazing paint. Their powder-coated steel frames fold up to
save space.
ASKHOLMEN flower box and trellis, new and sold separately, are also made of acacia that’s
pretreated with a layer of glazing paint. ASKHOLMEN flower box has an adjustable bottom
shelf, so you can use different size plant pots inside. ASKHOLMEN trellis can be mounted
vertically or horizontally and adjusts in size, supporting plants as they grow.
RUNNEN floor decking in gray snaps together for a weather-resistant and quick balcony
refresh. Made of plastic, they’re easy to care for and can also be cut to fit corners or other
obstructions.
SOCKER plant pots are available in a variety of colors, sizes and functions -- from shiny,
galvanized steel to creamy white or bright green. They can hook onto balcony rails, hang from
the ceiling or just sit on the floor.
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Slip away from the bustle of the city
in your own cozy balcony garden
cafe.
IKEA 365+ teacup with saucer $4.99
Made of feldspar porcelain, which makes the cup
impact resistant and durable. Designer: Susan
Pryke. 12 oz. White 863.210.10
MÄLARÖ series Perfect for your balcony or other
small spaces as it can be folded up and put away.
Painted solid acacia and powder-coated steel.
Designer: Nike Karlsson. Red
Table $59.99 L31½×W24⅜×H29⅛". 502.526.65
Folding chair $29/ea W15¾×D21¼×H33½".
402.526.61
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A napper’s paradise

PE389078

ÄPPLARÖ chaise, SOLIG net
After a long day of work or summertime chores, put your feet
up and close your eyes. As the sun snuggles your skin, let
your cares float away. With a couple of chaises in the yard,
cushy pads, a table and an insect net (if you need it), you’ll
wonder why you don’t sleep outside all summer.
ÄPPLARÖ chaise has five adjustable back positions for
custom napping and wheels for easy maneuvering. ÄPPLARÖ
table/stool is just the right height for a de-facto bedside table
or to set your after-work carafe. All ÄPPLARÖ pieces are made
from acacia, a durable hardwood, and are pre-treated with
a thick layer of glazing paint.
HÅLLÖ chaise pads, with their 100% polyester machinewashable covers, are dimensioned perfectly for ÄPPLARÖ
chaise. HÅLLÖ ties firmly in place and can be rolled up and
easily stored away for next summer.
SOLIG net helps protect against flying insects
like mosquitoes and wasps. Its thinly woven mesh of
100% polyester can be cleaned in the washing machine, too.
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Put your feet up, watch the clouds float by and drift off into nap-land
in a relaxing ÄPPLARÖ chaise with a soft HÅLLÖ pad.
ÄPPLARÖ series Solid acacia. Requires assembly. K Hagberg/M Hagberg. Brown
Chaise $129 Back can be adjusted to five different positions. L78⅜×H13". 902.085.43
Table/stool $30 L19⅝xW19⅝×H10⅝". 402.085.45
HÅLLÖ chaise pad $39.99 100% polyester cover. Polyurethane foam filling. Imported.
74¾×23⅝". 2" thick. Beige 202.616.90

